ABSTRACT: We prove a hierarchy theorem for the representation of monotone Boolean functions by monotone formulae with restricted depth.
(respectively, a disjunction) of Zk_l-formulae (respectively, of ~k_l-formulae). The depth of a ~k"
or Zk-formula is k. The size of a ~0" or Z0-formula is i, and the size of a ~k" or Zk-formula is the sum of the sizes of its constituent Zk_ Ior Ek_l-formulae. Formulae compute Boolean functions in an obvious way.
If f is a Boolean function, we shall let L(f) (respectively, L~k(f), LZk(f)) denote the minimum possible length of a formula (respectively, ~k-formula, Zk-formula ) computing f.
A formula is monotone if it involves only un-negated variables. If f is a monotone Boolean function, we shall let LM(f ) (respectively, LM~k(f), LMZk(f)) denote the minimum possible length of a monotone formula (respectively, montone ~k-formula, monotone Zk-formula ) computing f.
The study of the complexity measures and LH k LZ k was initiated by Lupanov [11] , [12] , who showed that for "almost all" Boolean functions f of n variables, L(f), L~3(f) and Lz3(f) are all asymptotic to 2n/log2 n• He also showed that the function paritYn(Xl, ..., Xn) , which assumes the value 1 when
• , assume the an odd number of the variables Xl, .. x n value 1, both L~2(paritYn) and Lz2(paritYn) are equal to n2 n'l.
The complexity of monotone formulae for a function fm(Xl, ..., Xm, Yi* "''' ym ) of n=2m variables relevant to the process of carry propagation in addition wasalso studied by Lupanov [13] . He showed that, although LM(fm)=2m, if k~2 is fixed, then both LM~k(fm) and LMZk(fm) are ~(ml/(k'l)). The complexity of. monotone and non-monotone circuits for this function (and related ones) has been studied by Chandra, Fortune and
Lipton [04] , [05] . (Of course, for bounds such as these, which lie between linear and quadratic, the differences between formulae and circuits are important.)
The complexity of formulae computing parity was further studied by Furst, Saxe and Sipser [07] and independently by Ajtai [01] . They showed that for every k~2 and £, LHk(parity n) = LZk(parity n) = ~(n £) (that is, there are no fixed depth, polynomial size formulae for parity)• In fact, Ajtai has shown by a modification of the argument in [01] that for every k~2, L~k(paritYn) = LZk(paritYn) = exp ~((log n)2).
It seems unlikely that this result is the best possible; the sharpest upper bound known is Since majority is monotone, one may hope to obtain stronger results for monotone formulae computing majority• This has been done by Yao [20] , who has shown that LMH3(majoritYn) = LMz3(majoritYn) = exp ~(nl/10), and by Boppana [03] , who has shown that for every k~2,
This result cannot be far from the best possible; the sharpest upper bound known is ~k(majoritYn) = ~Ek(majoritYn) = exp o(nl/(k-l)(log n)l-I/(k-l)).
Our main interest in this paper is the relative complexity of ~k-formulae and Zk-formulae. For non-monotone formulae, this question has been studied by Sipser [15] . He showed that for every k~2 Our main result in this paper is an analogue of the foregoing result for the case of monotone formulae. In return for the restriction to monotone formulae, we obtain much stronger lower bounds.
Indeed, we shall see in the next section that our result is the best possible.
Theorem I: For all k~2 and n, there is a monotone
Boolean function f such that LM~k(f)=n, but Let G be a monotone Boolean formula, let P belong to Pm,k and let Q belong to Qm,k" We shall say that G recognizes P if P is a path for G and that G Since G is a Zk-formula, it is the disjunction of some set {Gi, ..., Gj} of ~k.l-formulae. If j>2m/2/2m, we are done, so suppose j~2m/2/2m. Since Since m~3, m'+m"<m, so there is some bead X E that is neither weak nor poor. This means that G. Valiant [18] showed that LM~3(clique2t,t) = exp £(ti/2), and Yao [20] showed that ~E4(clique2t,t) = exp ~(t z)
for some unstated value of ~>0. We can prove 
This partially answers a question raised by
Papadimitroiu and Sipser [14] . A much more satisfactory answer has been given by Duris, Galil and Schnitger [06] . They show that there is a function f of 2n Boolean variables such that, for and partition of the variables into 2 sets of n variables, Ck,x(f)=0(log n), but Ck,y(f)=~(n).
Upper Bounds
In this section we shall show that monotone 
